Willkommen
welcome back!
moved under the GNOME infrastructure
CogI moved out of tree
support modern X extensions
Windows, OS X, and Wayland
State and Animator

THE ANImATOR
Actions, Constraints and Effects
Deprecations
ClutterScore
ClutterBehaviour
ClutterShader
clutter_texture_new_from_actor()}
87 unique committers
3437 commits
Thank you
Clutter and GNOME
Desktop Shell
Media Explorer
where do we go from here?
Clutter 2.0
removal of deprecated API
lessons learnt
platform integration
one possible future
GNOME Application

GTK+ 4.0 [platform, windows, widgets]

Clutter 2.0 [layout, animation]

GDK [windowing, input]

Cairo [2D drawing]

Cogl [GPU programming]

X11, Wayland, GL, Mesa, DRM, Kernel
moving Clutter **front and center**
that's just one option - join the discussion!
http://lists.clutter-project.org
http://wiki.clutter-project.org
watch the clutter-1.99 branch
Q and A
thank you
and have fun!
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